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Abstract—Securing communications is an increasingly challenging problem. While communication channels can be secured
using strong ciphers, attackers who gain access to the channel
can still perform certain types of attacks. One way to mitigate
such attacks is to verify the integrity of exchanging messages
between two parties or more. While there are robust integrity
check mechanisms currently, these lack variety and very few are
based on machine learning. This paper presents a methodology
for performing an integrity check inspired by recent advances in
neural cryptography. We provide formal, mathematical functions
and an optimization problem for training an adversarial neural
cryptography architecture. The proposed neural architectures
can adequately solve the problem. In our experiments, a receiver
can verify if incoming messages are authentic or altered with an
accuracy greater than 99%. This work expands the repertoire of
integrity checking methodologies, provides a unique perspective
based on neural networks, and facilitates data security and
privacy.
Index Terms—integrity check, neural cryptography, adversarial learning, cybersecurity, data privacy

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, cryptography has been used for several
applications, especially secure communications [1] which are
being used worldwide for the safety and privacy of their participants (i.e., senders and receivers). Besides, some machine
learning applications on a cloud platform (i.e., collaborate machine learning [2]–[4]) have applied the study of cryptography
for participants’ privacy. For example, [5]–[8] utilized homomorphic encryption [9] for performing operations between
encrypted data.
Furthermore, the study of machine learning is also capable
of being used in the field of cryptography as seen in [10]–[17].
On one hand, researchers improved encryption algorithms of
secure communications only when they found potential strong
attacks. On the other hand, machine learning models can
add evolutionary adversaries to their schemes to strengthen
themselves with the strong attacks’ existence. Specifically,
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [18] has been utilized for the training in those schemes as being discussed
in [19], [20] which considered the privacy of senders and
receivers in secure communications. Those schemes are called
adversarial neural cryptography.
This work was supported, in part, by Rivas.AI Lab.

In addition to the participants’ privacy in secure communications, the integrity of their messages should be considered so
that receivers can be sure that the incoming messages are not
altered and from legitimate senders. Although it is challenging
to perform the error correction for the altered messages [21],
[22], the integrity check is a promising solution. We want to
show that a machine learning model in the form of adversarial
neural cryptography can learn how to perform the integrity
check in the way of cryptography, although the cryptographic
algorithms have been practically used.
Inspired by [19], in this paper we present a methodology
based on adversarial neural cryptography for performing the
integrity check between participants in a secure communication channel. In this scenario, the receiver can check
incoming messages if they are altered with high accuracy. We
begin discussing an integrity check among participants under
an adversarial configuration; then, we pose an optimization
problem for training the model’s architecture. Our experiments
and evaluation show that the proposed methodology is able to
achieve our goal.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II explains the
knowledge and motivation of this work; Section III describes
the problem of integrity check and the model of the adversarial
neural cryptography scheme; Section IV formulates the problem into mathematical functions and an optimization problem;
Section V describes the architectures of all entities in the
scheme; Section VI shows the detail of training refinement
step; Section VII illustrates the evaluations during the training
refinement step and the results; Section VIII further discusses
the results and the remaining works after this, and everything
is concluded in Section IX.
II. BACKGROUND
This section describes the evolution of machine learning
used in cryptography. At first, a machine learning scheme
consists of a sender and a receiver so that the sender can learn
how to encrypt a plaintext and the receiver can learn how to
decrypt a ciphertext to communicate to each other, and this
kind of scheme is briefly explained in Section II-A. Then, to
strengthen the encryption scheme to be against a strong attack,
an adversary was added to the learning schemes. This kind of

approach is described in Section II-B and is utilized in our
approach.
A. Machine Learning Cryptography
On these years, machine learning models have been applied
in the field of cryptography. The existing works [10]–[16]
utilized neural network models to create encryption schemes
for secure communications. They treated the parameters of
neural networks as keys for the schemes which are not very
secure since an adversary can create the substitute models that
can resemble the target models as described in [23]–[25].
Moreover, Shruti et.al [17] exploited a deep learning model
to create an encryption scheme including a key generation
system. The whole system consists of a genetic algorithm
[26] and a DNA computing [27]. They implemented the key
generation system with the genetic algorithm where its fitness
function can measure how random each population is. Then,
the selected key is used in the DNA computing to encrypt
a message and decrypt a ciphertext. Specifically, this DNA
computing consists of transcription and translation [27].
Although these approaches can provide the security for
messages in secure communications, they do not guarantee that
it can be against strong attackers because there is always weaknesses in every encryption scheme. Further, learning models
can find countermeasures against the strong attackers when
only they adjust themselves with the attackers in their schemes.
Therefore, some recent works have included attackers in their
scheme and these are explained in Section II-B.
B. Adversarial Neural Cryptography
This approach utilizes GANs [18] by adding an adversary
into the learning scheme. Abadi et.al. [19] designed this
approach by including Alice, Bob and Eve in their scheme.
this starts by Alice encrypting message P with key K to
ciphertext C. Then, Eve eavesdrops C, and Bob receives C
whereas only Alice and Bob have key K. At last, Eve and
Bob decrypt ciphertext C and respectively obtain PEve and
PBob . Obviously, Eve is the adversary of this scheme. The
ultimate goal is that Alice and Bob can fully communicate to
each other while Eve cannot read the plain message P . The
scheme can be demonstrated in 1.
The loss functions for Alice, Bob and Eve were carefully
designed for the refinement step to make Bob able to decrypt
ciphertext C and Eve unable to do it. As a result, Bob
can almost fully recover plaintext P with the accuracy of
greater than 95%. Furthermore, Eve cannot correctly decrypt
ciphertext C with the accuracy of almost 50% which is not
different to the random guess. Later, Coutinho et.al [20]
empirically showed that the encryption between Alice and
Bob in the scheme can be improved when Eve is stronger by
providing more information to it. Specifically, they enhanced
Eve by considering it as a chosen-plaintext adversary.
The aforementioned existing works of this kind of approach
(i.e. adversarial neural cryptography) only focus on confidentiality which is one of security principles [28]. There is also
another important principle that is not considered and on which
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Fig. 1: Learning scheme for encryption with adversarial neural
cryptography.
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Fig. 2: Man-in-the-middle attack scheme.

cryptography can be applied. That is integrity. Therefore, our
work focuses on how to design a scheme to let machine
learning models learn how to perform the integrity check by
using adversarial neural cryptography approach to be prepared
for a strong adversary. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work that utilizes adversarial neural cryptography for
providing integrity of messages in secure communications.
III. P ROBLEM AND S YSTEM M ODEL
The scheme of this work is similar to the one described in
Section II-B which consists of Alice as the sender, Bob as
the receiver and Eve as the adversary. Alice desires to send a
message (P ) to Bob; however, Eve is in the middle between
them and performs man-in-the-middle attack. Specifically, Eve
receivers P from Alice, is capable of alter some parts of P
0
and relays this altered message P to Bob. Therefore, Bob
0
receives P and does not know that this message has been
altered.
To prevent the communication from this kind of attack, Alice then adds the signature S computed from the combination
of P and the key K so that Bob can find if the received
message has been altered by considering P , S and K. This
solution has been done in many existing works in term of
cryptography (e.g. CRC [29], HMAC [30] and digital signature
technique [31]). Thus, the scheme can be illustrated by Fig.
2 where ·||· is the concatenation operator and B(x) is the
alteration-check function outputting 0 if x is a message from
Alice and not altered and 1 otherwise.
The mechanism of this scheme works as follows:

where each data x in D is a message in form of P which is
Alice’s input.
0
On the other hand, Eve’s goal is to alter P ||S to (P ||S)
as much as possible; at the same time, it needs to make Bob
not able to realize that it alters P ||S. Hence, its loss function
can be formulated as
Alice

LE (x) = log(1 + B(A(x))) − c · d(A(x), E(A(x))),

Bob

(3)

|P |

Eve

Fig. 3: Training model for integrity check.

1) Alice takes P and K as its input and computes signature
S.
2) Alice concatenates P and S and tries to send P ||S to
Bob; nonetheless, Eve is in the middle between them.
0
3) Eve receives P ||S and relays (P ||S) to Bob.
0
0
4) Bob receives (P ||S) and computes B((P ||S) ) where
0
0
|P |+|S|
B:R
→ R. If P ||S = (P ||S) , B((P ||S) ) = 0
0
and B((P ||S) ) = 1 otherwise.
In this work, Alice, Bob and Eve are neural networks, and
the goal is to let Alice and Bob learn how to create the
signature and identify whether the received message has been
altered respectively. Further, to make Alice and Bob strong,
they have to be against a strong adversary. Hence, Eve also
needs to learn how to alter P ||S so that Bob cannot identify
0
that P ||S 6= (P ||S) .
The training model is shown in Fig. 3 where x is selected
0
from either P ||S or (P ||S) . The algorithm for training Alice,
Bob and Eve and their architectures are mainly adopted and
modified from generative adversarial networks (GANS) [18]
and the adversarial neural cryptography in [19]. These all will
be explained in the subsequent sections.
IV. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Alice’s and Bob’s goal is to maximize the alteration proba0
bility (B(·)) when (P ||S) is different to P ||S and minimize
0
it when (P ||S) is not different to P ||S. Note that A(·), where
A : {0, 1}|P |+|K| → {0, 1}|P | × R|S| , is the signature function
of Alice and E(·), where E : R|P |+|S| → R|P |+|S| , is the
alteration function of Eve. Therefore, Alice’s and Bob’s loss
function can be formulated as
LAB (x) = log(1 + B(A(x))) + log(2 − B(E(A(x)))), (1)
where x is a plaintext. The first part of (1) is to make B(·)
close to 0 when the input is directly from Alice, and the other
part is to make B(·) close to 1 when the input is from Eve.
Additionally, 1+B(A(x)) and 2−B(E(A(x))) are to ascertain
the valid value since log(0) = −∞. Further, the expected
value of (1) over the training dataset D is formulated as
LAB,D = Ex∈D (LAB (x)),

(2)

where x is a plaintext, d(X, Y ) = Σi=1 |Xi − Yi |, Xi is the
value of X at index i and c is its hyperparameter. The first
0
part of (3) is to fool Bob that P ||S = (P ||S) and the last part
is to alter P ||S as much as possible. Note that if c is large,
0
Eve will focus on increasing d(P ||S, (P ||S) ), and thereby
Eve may not be successful fooling Bob.
Additionally, the expected value of (3) over training dataset
D can be formulated as
LE,D = Ex∈D (LE (x)).

(4)
0

Further, it is worth noting that every value in S and (P ||S)
is in the range [−1, 1].
V. N EURAL N ETWORK A RCHITECTURE

Since we want Alice to create S with respect to P and
K, we apply the architecture from [19]; however, we use
only a part of it because creating S does not need the whole
network. Specifically, Alice’s architecture starts with the input
layer which is P ||K, and then the next layer is a fullyconnected(FC) layer to mix them together. After that, the
subsequent layers are two 1-dimension convolutional layers
to spatially transform them to the signature, and the last layer
is a FC layer to make sure that the size of the output is |S|.
All the layers are followed by tanh activation functions.
Bob’s architecture is similar to Alice’s except that after
the two convolutional layers, there are two more FC layers
followed by ReLU activation functions and one more layer
followed by a sigmoid activation function. These additional
FC layers are for the classification task which is to detect the
alteration of the incoming message.
Lastly, Eve’s architecture is also similar to Alice’s except
that Eve has two extra FC layers after the convolutional layers
because it lacks of K as its input. The architecture of all
entities are shown in Table I where the values in Dense
columns are the numbers of neurons in the particular layers,
and the values in 1D-Conv are the numbers of filters, the sizes
of the particular filters and the strides respectively.
VI. T RAINING R EFINEMENT
From the above formulations, we can train Alice, Bob and
Eve as follows. We design to run the training in η epochs. In
each epoch:
1) Set Eve to be untrainable since Alice and Bob is trained
first, and they need to use Eve during their training part.
2) Train Alice and Bob one time with dataset D.
3) Set Alice and Bob to be untrainable because training Eve
needs to use Alice and Bob, and set Eve trainable.

TABLE I: The architecture of our proposed adversarial neural cryptography.
Entity ↓, Layer →
Alice
Bob
Eve

Dense
|P | + |K|
|P | + |K|
|P | + |K|

Dense
|P | + |K|

1D-Conv
2,4,1
2,4,1
2,4,1

1D-Conv
4,2,2
4,2,2
4,2,2

1D-Conv
4,1,1
-

Dense
|P | + |K|
-

Dense
(|P | + |K|)/2
|P | + |K|

Dense
|S|
1
|P | + |K|

4) Train Eve twice since Eve has to be strong so that Alice
and Bob can be trained again a strong adversary.
Note that a gradient-based method (e.g. SGD [32], Adam [33]
and RMSprop [34]) is applied to each training. This procedure
can be described in Algorithm 1.
VII. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
The following paragraphs describe the experimental setup
and the results of our experiments.
A. Setup
The integrity check of adversarial neural cryptography is
implemented and simulated by Python 3 and Tensorflow 2.
The plaintext’s and key’s sizes are 16. The number of training
data is 2|P | , and the batch size is 512. Further, all the training
data is randomly generated, and the optimizer for training the
models is Adam [33] with the learning rate of 0.001. The
experiments and evaluations include:
• The explanation of Alice’s, Bob’s and Eve’s behaviors
during the training.
• The effect of hyperparameter c and |S| on the convergence time during the training.
• The statistical score of the results on different hyperparameters.

(a) Loss of Bob and Alice and Eve.

B. Alice’s, Bob’s and Eve’s behaviors
With c = 0.01, |S| = 5 and |P | = |K| = 16, Eve can fool
Bob from iteration 0 to 400 as seen in Fig. 4. Fig. 4a shows
the loss values of Alice, Bob and Eve during the training and
illustrates that Eve’s loss is very low before iteration 400 Bob’s
loss is significantly high. However, Eve’s loss goes higher and
higher after iteration 400; in contrast, Bob’s becomes much
lower, and their losses are converge around iteration 600. At
last, Eve cannot fool Bob after iteration 600 as demonstrated
in Fig. 4b which shows Bob’s output when the input is from
Alice and Eve.
Additionally, Fig. 4c shows the distance between Alice’s
0
and Eve’s outputs (i.e. P ||S and (P ||S) respectively) during
the training. It can be noticed that Eve is very strong because
the distance is very low around iteration 200. Nevertheless,
Eve decides to increase the distance at iteration 400 since it
realizes that it cannot reduce its loss anymore if it reduces
the distance because Bob is becoming stronger and stronger.
Finally, the distance is very high and converge at iteration 600.
C. The effect of c and |S| on the convergence time
As being discussed, c is the regularizer to balance between
fooling Bob and how messy the message is in (3). Hence, when
setting c to 0, Eve does not change the message received from
Alice and simply relay the same message to Bob. In contrast,

(b) Bob’s output with Alice’s and Eve’s outputs as input.

(c) The distance between Alice’s and Eve’s output.

Fig. 4: The evaluation values over training iterations with c =
0.01, |S| = 5 and |P | = 16.

when setting c to a large real number, Eve changes the received
message a lot; however, it does not care if Bob will realize that
the message is altered. Consequently, c should not be set too
low or too high. Further, c impacts on the convergence time
as demonstrated in Fig. 5 which shows Bob’s output during

Algorithm 1: Gradient-based optimization algorithm for integrity check.
Input: Alice, Bob, Eve, η
for i = 1 : η do
Set Alice and Bob into a trainable state;
Set Eve to be untrainable, allowing Alice and Bob to learn to communicate;
Randomly generate a set of plaintext P and unique key K as D;
Train Alice and Bob by using ∇LAB,D ;
Set Alice and Bob untrainable, allowing Eve to learn to break the learned encryption protocol;
Set Eve trainable and let the model train for the next two iterations;
for j = 1 : 2 do
Randomly generate a set of P and K as D;
Train Eve by using ∇LE,D ;
end
end
Result: Parameters of Alice, Bob and Eve

the training with different c. Fig. 5a shows that Bob’s output
can be convergence at iteration 50 which is much earlier than
Bob’s outputs in Fig. 5b and 5c because it has the least c.
Hence, Eve does not focus much on fooling Bob, and thereby
Bob can easily beat Eve very early. Similarly, Bob’s output in
Fig. 5b is convergence earlier than the one in Fig. 5c with the
same reason. Nonetheless, Bobs with c = 0.01 and c = 0.005
are comparatively struggled fighting with Eve as seen in Fig.
5b and 5c. Thus, Bobs in those settings can be stronger than
the one with c = 0.1.
Further, Fig. 6 illustrates that Bob’s output is always 0 no
matter its input is from Alice or Eve. Hence, this can be
claimed that with comparatively small |S|, Bob cannot find
the difference Alice’s output and Eve’s output.
D. Statistical scores of the results
The test data is generated to evaluate Alice and Bob in
several settings and has three part: 10000 Alice’s outputs, 5000
Eve’s outputs and 5000 randomized values. We assume that it
is very difficult to randomize a value to mimic Alice’s output.
Therefore, randomized values are not legitimate for Bob. In
the other words, there are 10000 legitimate data and 10000
altered data; hence, this test data is balanced. In addition,
Eve generating those test data was trained with c = 0.005.
Moreover, in each setting, the optimal threshold is obtained
from the threshold that achieves the maximum difference
between true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR).
Table II shows the confusion matrix of the result in the
setting of c = 0.005 and |S| = 6 and demonstrates that there
is only 12 messages from Alice that are misclassified as from
others (false positives). Also, only 19 messages from others are
misclassified as from Alice, and most of them are randomly
generated test data which can be outliers. The rest of this
section shows the empirical score indicating the performance
of our approach.
According to Table III, Bob’s accuracy scores are greater
than 0.99 in most of the settings. In the other words, it can
accurately detect that its input is from Alice, Eve or other

TABLE II: Confusion matrix in the setting of c = 0.005 and
|S| = 6.

True

Alice
Others
Total

Predicted
Alice
Others
9988
12
19
9981
10007
9993

Total
10000
10000
N

TABLE III: Accuracy score for Bob under several training
settings.
|S| ↓, c →
4
5
6

0.1
0.723
0.989
0.996

0.01
0.998
0.998
0.994

0.005
0.996
0.997
0.998

TABLE IV: F1 score for Bob in several training settings.
|S| ↓, c →
4
5
6

0.1
0.625
0.990
0.996

0.01
0.998
0.998
0.994

0.005
0.996
0.997
0.998

TABLE V: AUC score for Bob in several training settings.
|S| ↓, c →
4
5
6

0.1
0.717
0.999
1.000

0.01
1.000
1.000
0.999

0.005
1.000
1.000
1.000

sources. Further, this metric is good for the test data because
the test data is balanced.
Table IV shows that Bob’s f1 scores are also very high in
most of the settings. This can be indicated that there are very
low false negatives and false positives.
Additionally, Table V indicates that Bob can achieve high
values (i.e. almost 1 or 1) of area under the ROC curve (AUC)
score which shows how good the models are in all possible
thresholds.
In conclusion, as demonstrated in Table III, IV and V,
Bob’s performance tends to be better as |S| increases. The
reason is that Alice can keep more information when |S| is
larger; hence, it is hard for Eve to find a way to alter the

(a) c = 0.1

Fig. 6: Bob’s output over training iterations with c = 0.01,
|S| = 1 and |P | = 16.

(b) c = 0.01

Fig. 7: Distance between Alice’s and Eve’s outputs during the
training with c = 0.1, |S| = 4 and |P | = 16.

(c) c = 0.005

Fig. 5: Bob’s output over training iterations with |S| = 4 and
|P | = 16.

information in the message without Bob’s perceive. Further,
the only setting that makes Bob result the significantly low
performance is |S| = 4 and c = 0.1. The reason is that it
never adjusted itself with strong Eve as shown in Fig. 7 in
which most of the time, the distance between Alice’s and Eve’s
outputs are clearly high compared to the distance in Fig. 4c.
VIII. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORKS
As can be seen in Section VII, our approach in the form
of adversarial neural cryptography can check the integrity of
messages by the high score of accuracy. F1 and AUC indicate a

good performance of our approach as well. However, some of
our results are not satisfying because Eve is weak during their
training, as demonstrated in the setting of c = 0.1 and |S| =
4. Furthermore, the combination of encryption and integrity
check is considered capable of being used in the real world
by two schemes: integration and mixture.
First, in the integration scheme, we can integrate our
approach to the one in [19] which is discussed in Section
II-B. Specifically, plaintext P is extended with signature S by
Alice in our scheme, and then P ||S is encrypted by Alice in
[19] to obtain ciphertext C. Then, C is sent to Bob. Hence,
although Eve can eavesdrop C, it cannot obtain plaintext P .
Even in the worst case where Eve can perform a man-in-themiddle attack, alter some information in C and relay it to Bob,
Bob can check its integrity by the procedure explained later.
After Bob receives C, he can decrypt it by Bob in [19] to
obtain P ||S and then check if P ||S was altered by Bob in our
approach. At last, if P ||S is clean, Bob can obtain P . Fig. 8
shows the mechanism of this scheme.
Second, in the mixture scheme, Alice’s and Bob’s architectures are massive since Alice has to encrypt plaintext P
and add signature S; at the same time, and Bob needs to
simultaneously decrypt ciphertext C and check its integrity.
We leave the study and comparison of those two schemes

Alice

Bob

Eve

Fig. 8: This is the integration scheme where the model in [19] is integrated with our approach. That is, Alice in our model
0
receives P and passes P ||S to Alice in [19] to produce C. Further, Bob in [19] receives C and passes (P ||S)Bob to Bob in
our model to check if it is legitimate. Eventually, after training, this scheme can provide the confidentiality and integration
principles for the participants.

and the architecture and training refinement of the mixture
scheme for future works.
In addition, to make the approach feasible to be practically
used, it has to be robust to adversarial examples as described in
[35]–[38] because if this approach is vulnerable to adversarial
examples, an adversary can change the semantics of the
plaintext to what he/she wants where the sender and the
receiver do not notice about it. Such study is still an open
problem and is left for future work on adversarial neural
cryptography.
IX. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a methodology for performing an integrity check inspired by neural cryptography [19]. In particular, we use adversarial neural cryptography for performing
an integrity check between participants in a secure communication channel. As a result, the receiver can test if incoming
messages to see if they are altered; these tests are successful
with an accuracy of greater than 99%.
We can summarize our contributions as follows:
• We provide a thorough, rigorous discussion of an integrity
check mechanism between participants in a secure communication channel.
• We provide formal, mathematical functions and an optimization problem for training an adversarial neural
cryptography architecture.
• The architectures of the sender, receiver, and adversary
are designed by utilizing state-of-the-art models [19], and
trained with the refinement strategies discussed in the
literature [18].
• We provide detailed, reproducible instructions on the
evaluation process, the training refinement, and the experiments that led to the results achieved.
While there is more work to do in some areas mentioned
before, we believe these types of schemes can transform the

way we will use neural networks in the security and privacy
of data communications.
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